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Alice

133GT5661q8RuSKrrv8q2Pb4RwS

Public Key Address

146KL5461d8KuSPxvv8q2Nd6K2q

122NB5426d8Lau3Kbbf8q2L7g89h

...
Posted on 

the 
Blockchain



Bitcoin De-anonymization in Practice



Adversarial Bank cannot link 
a withdrawal to a deposit

eCash

unlinkability

Bitcoin

Ledger

It should be hard to link the 
sender of a payment to its 
recipient



Payer Payee

Break the link between payer and payee



Payers Payees

● Set Anonymity: the set of transactions which the 
adversary cannot distinguish from your transaction 
(depends on anonymity model).

● Taint resistance analysis: calculating how “related” two 
addresses are or how well an adversary can discern the 
ownership of a bitcoin based on its previous spending 
history.



1)  Mixing/Tumbler Services (for Bitcoin)

2)  Anonymous Cryptocurrencies

Blindcoin

XIM

Bitcoin 
Compatible

Non- 
Compatible
to Bitcoin 



● achieve the level of privacy that we are already used to 
from traditional banking, and mitigate the 
deanonymization risk that the public block chain brings.

● go above and beyond the privacy level of traditional 
banking and develop currencies that make it 
technologically infeasible for anyone to track the 
participants.



Mixing/Tumbler Services

Based in joint work with Ethan Heilman and Sharon Goldberg from Boston University



MIX?

● Centralized (intermediary)
● Decentralized
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Fair exchange 2:
B: Gives 1 voucher
B: Gets 1 bitcoin
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Fair exchange 1:
A: Gives 1 bitcoin
A: Gets 1 voucher



Fair exchange 2:
B: Gives 1 voucher
B: Gets 1 bitcoin
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Fair exchange 1:
A: Gives 1 bitcoin
A: Gets 1 voucher



Fair exchange 2:
B: Gives 1 voucher
B: Gets 1 bitcoin

σ
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Fair exchange 1:
A: Gives 1 bitcoin
A: Gets 1 voucher

Intermediary can 
check if Voucher
already spent.
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Not Anonymous! Not Anonymous!

An ephemeral address is a newly created address that is used 
once and then discarded.

The receiving address is always an ephemeral address.
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Intermediary has to front
bitcoins for exchange.

DoS risk!

* Inspired by the fees used by XIM [1] to resist DoS and Sybil attacks.
[1]: ‘Sybil-resistant mixing for bitcoin.’ Bissias, Ozisik, Levine, Liberatore. 



* Inspired by the fees used by XIM [1] to resist DoS and Sybil attacks.
[1]: ‘Sybil-resistant mixing for bitcoin.’ Bissias, Ozisik, Levine, Liberatore. 

Also protects against Sybil attacks since sybils must now pay a fee.

Start protocol.

…
 

Thanks!

Pay Fee
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Anonymous Decentralized Cryptocurrencies



performance issues and limited functionality
Almost a decentralized mixing service

Standalone cryptocurrency



Requires a trusted, append only bulletin board (it could be 
the Bitcoin blockchain)

Minting
pick SN, compute C1 = Commit(SN,r)
pin C1 on BB with a bitcoin

All Users accept C1 and agree it carries 1 

Redeem
compute a NIZK π:

- I know Ci in (C1,C2,..,CN)
- I know r to open Ci to SN

Post (SN,π)

Bulletin Board

C1

C2

C3

C4

CN

...

(SN,π) Spend
All Users verify π and check SN is new if OK, I 
can collect a       from any location of BB

unlinkable by 
Commitment 
and NIZK



Implementing BB with Bitcoin

Image by Rainer Bohme

Recall how Bitcoin transactions work



Implementing BB with Bitcoin

Minting a zerocoin of value d: Alice 
creates a transaction and includes 
commitment C to output. The bitcoin value 
is put into escrow 

Spending a zerocoin: Alice creates a 
transaction that spends any unclaim bitcoin 
on escrow to Bob and also includes (SN, π).
Successful if π verifies.



π

Redeem
compute a NIZK π:

- I know Ci in (C1,C2,..,CN)
- I know r to open Ci to SN

Post (SN,π)

Naive Solution

Identify all valid zerocoins in the bulletin board

Prove that SN is the serial number of a coin C
C = C1 ∨ C = C2 ∨ ...C=CN

This “OR” proof is O(N) 

Bulletin Board

C1

C2

C3

C4

CN

...

(SN,π) Spend



π

Bulletin Board

C1

C2

C3

C4

CN

...

(SN,π) Spend

Cryptographic Accumulators

Rsa modulus n = p · q, u ∈ QRN 

Accumulator: A = uC1 C2 ...CN mod n
witness for C2: w = uC1 C3 ...CN mod n

To prove that C2 is in A give (w,C2)
check: wC2 = A mod n

This is not anonymous!



π

Bulletin Board

C1

C2

C3

C4

CN

...

(SN,π) Spend

Cryptographic Accumulators

RSA modulus n = p · q, u ∈ QRN 

Accumulator: A = uC1 C2 ...CN mod n
witness for C2: w = uC1 C3 ...CN mod n

To prove that C2 is in A give (w,C2)
check: wC2 = A mod n

There exists an efficient proof (NIZK) that I 
have a valid witness to a commitment of SN 
and know the corresponding randomness r  
[CL’02] cost log (N)



- Accumulators require a trusted setup (somebody to 
compute N and throw away p,q)

- Proofs not very efficient log(N) 
Each proof is approximately 50 KB) - note the 
scaling problems of Bitcoin

- Not compatible with bitcoin - these new types of 
transactions should be included - you would need to 
be able to verify sophisticated ZK proofs

- Payments of single denomination and payment 
values appear in the clear (1 BTC)

Solves the problems above*



Zerocash enables users to pay one another directly via 
payment transactions of variable denomination that reveal 

neither the origin, destination, or amount.

● reduces the size of transactions spending a coin to under 1 kB (an improvement 
of over 97:7%)

● reduces the spend-transaction verication time to under 6 ms (an improvement of 
over 98:6%)

● allows for anonymous transactions of variable amounts
● hides transaction amounts and the values of coins held by users
● allows for payments to be made directly to a user's xed address (without user 

interaction).



Use of zk-SNARKS for Bitcoin also suggested by DFKP13

zk-SNARKS
Zero Knowledge Succinct Non Interactive 

Arguments of Knowledge

Allows to:

- hide transaction value inside the commitment 
- split and merge transactions



Create efficient proofs for NP statements
- construct an arithmetic circuit for the 

statement to be proved

How are they different from NIZKs?
- Both need trusted setup & provide same guarantees 

(completeness, proof of knowledge, ZK)
- Proof length depends only on the security parameter 

and verification time on instance size (not on circuit)
- Security relies in very strong assumptions (knowledge-

of-exponent)
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- Rigorous definitions for mixing a services and 
cryptocurrencies (UC model)

- Anonymous cryptocurrencies without trusted setup
- Anonymous cryptocurrencies based in standard 

assumptions
- Anonymity solutions that “scale”
- Policy questions about anonymous payments




